/ EB A2^* B.
Such a diagram, with a and n fixed, will sometimes be denoted in abbreviated fashion by if,g) and a homotopy between two such diagrams by if"gt).
The sets niA,B), niA,QB) may also be considered, respectively, as the sets of homotopy classes of commutative diagrams EB B and EB B .
In view of this interpretation we may define certain mappings. A homotopy between these two diagrams is given by (/" gt) where ft(oe) (s) = ¿5(1 -s[l -i]), öe SiB and g,(x) = x(t), x e EB. The proof is straightforward. If p is principal, the fiber is QA and there is an operation p : QA x £ -» £ such that the following diagram is commutative:
where p2 is the projection onto the second factor. Such fibrations possess most of the useful properties of principal fiber-bundles: they have cross-sections if and only if they are equivalent to products, the homology of the fiber operates on the homology spectral sequence, etc.
In particular, the following lemma holds: 4. An application. In this section, we apply (3.5) to verify a conjecture discussed in (4.2) of [3] . On the other hand, n¡(A)=0, i^p + q; so, by (4.1), p*: n(B,A)^n(E U CF,A)
is an isomorphism. The theorem now follows from (3.5). IfX¡ denotes the ith space in a Postnikov system of a (p -1)-connected space X, p ^ 2, then the composite fibration Xp+q-2 -> Xq_x is equivalent to a principal fibration. This is the conjecture referred to above.
5. /-/-fibrations and Whitehead products. In attempting to generalize Theorem (4.2) it seems natural to introduce a concept intermediate between that of an arbitrary fibration and of a principal fibration, and which stands in the same relation to principal fibrations as the notion of H-space does to that of loop-space. (3) The present author stated this theorem as a conjecture in [3] and remarked in a footnote, added in proof, that he had found a proof; proofs have also been given by T. Ganea [6] , P. J. Hilton [7] , and Y. Nomura [8] . It is clear that p\F x F and Ht | £ v £ define an //-space structure on £. In this section, we obtain generalizations of the well-known theorems concerning the vanishing of Whitehead products and the primitivity of the fc-invariants of an H-space. 
